’Unified voice’ sought in
proposed union merger
by Boni Brewer
An attempt to create a "unif led
voice" for academic employees of
the California State University and
Colleges System was made last
week in a proposal to merge CSUC’s
two largest unions.
The proposal came in a letter
from United Professors of California
President Warren Kessler to
William Crist president of the
Congress of Faculty Associations
i CFA.
The purpose of the merger,
endorsed by UPC’s state council,
would be "to speak with one voice
for our colleagues to the chancellor,
the trustees, the governor, the
legislature and the public," Kessler
said.
UPCs state wide membership is
about 4,200, while CFA’s is about
6,000.
Kessler said UPC’s timing of the
merger proposal was prompted by
anticipation of Proposition 9 the
income tax-cutting initiative on the
June 3 ballot, which could mean up
to a 30 percent cut in CSUC funding.
The unions can work together to
defeat Prop. 9, Kessler said, but
even it it passes, we will need unity
to frame an appropriate response
and resist the wholesale destruction

of the CSUC system."
CFA has not yet responded, but
will be meeting this weekend to
discuss the matter, according to
Grant Lynde, CFA’s unit services
coordinator.
For the past year, UPC and CFA
have
been
competing
over
bargaining representation rights for
CSUC’s 20,000 academic employees.
An election has been planned for as
early as November.
The state legislature authorized
collective bargaining for employees
in higher education in 1978.
Currently, Chancellor Glenn
Dumke recommends salries, hours
and working conditions of employees to the CSUC Board of
Trustees after consulting with
campus administrators and the
statewide Academic Senate.
Trustees in turn make recommendations to the legislature.
If employees chose the "no
agent" option, the chancellor would
continue its bargaining status.
The 10-year old UPC is affiliated
with the American Federation of
Teachers and the AFL-C10. According to Lynde, it has more of a "trade
union" approach than CFA, which is
not affiliated with labor groups.

Students witness wetness
:

CFA was established five years
ago as an umbrella organization for
the California Teachers Association
((’TM, the American Association of
University Professors i AAUP, the
Employees
State
California
CSE A ) and the
Association
National Education Association
NEA ).
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UPC’s proposal calls for
creating a new organization to which
current members of UP(’ and CFA
belong.
automatically
would
Members could choose to keep
membership in one of the affiliates.

";it*’ %4Ve

,

The dues paid to the new group
would be the same for all members
regardless of their individuals affiliation, Kessler said.
"We recognize that academic
professionals have their own
reasons for wanting a particular
affiliation," he said, "and we have
no intention of attempting to dictate
these affiliations."
UPCs local chapter president,
Wiggsy Sivertsen, said a big difference between the two groups’
philosophies is in the representation
units proposed by each to the Public
Employees Relations Board. PERB
is now holding hearings to decide
unit representation.
-continued on page 6
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by Greg Richard

Powerful gusts of wind, up to 35 miles per hour Monday, sent the normally calm spray of the Tower
fountain into a splashing exercise. Here a student gets a taste of water.
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Recycling encouraged

Center ’revitalizes’

by Joan Casserly
Did you realize that SJSU has its
own recycling center?
Apparently many students are
not aware of this fact, so recently a
campaign was launched to generate
student awareness and participation
in Spartan Gardens recycling
center, located at Seventh and
Humboldt streets.
A clean-up day on Sunday was
part of an effort to "revitalize" the
recycling center, "which is pretty
run down," according to clean-up
day coordinator Stacy Johnson.
Nine SJSU fraternity members,
about half of whom were from Theta
Chi, helped Spartan Gardens
manager Tom Conlon and Johnson
smash aluminum cans, break glass
and "just straighten up all the
backlog of work that had been accumulating," Johnson said.
An earlier attempt at a clean-up day
failed two weeks ago when only two
Sigma Chi fraternity members
showed up. Inter-Fraternity Council
Vice President Mike Smith attributed the poor fraternity response
to a "communication problem."
Johnson, who anticipated a
greater turnout of 15 to 20 helpers for
the second clean-up day, contacted
the SJSU fraternities to help
because "They are supposed to be
service organizations."
Despite the low number of
helpers, Johnson said, "At least we
had enough help to get done what we
needed to get done," and added,
-those that did come worked very
hard - it was physical, unpleasant
and dirty work."
Spartan Gardens has only one
paid employee and eight volunteers.
The center, located on one-half acre
of land, has been funded by
Associated Students since its conception five years ago.
Last year was the first year
since 1975 that the center made a
$400 profit. The center takes in
approximately $3,800 a year, which
covers (’onion’s salary and additional upkeep expenses.
Conlon has set several goals for
Spartan Gardens this semester.
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Faculty shifting forestalls
SJSU layoffs temporarily
by Carla Alvarez
It seems that no faculty layoffs
will be necessary next semester in
previously
overstaffed
SJSU
departments.
By placing faculty in other areas
that are not overstaffed, this year’s
problem, caused by decreased
enrollment, has been forestalled, the
Enrollment Patterns Committee
reported to the Academic Senate at
its Monday meeting.
However, the report also stated
"...If enrollments in some of the
departments on campus continue to
decrease as they have in the past
few years, efforts such as those
made this year will be inadequate to

were used by the Enrollment Patterns Committee to determine if a
department would be overstaffed or
not.
In the School of Humanities and
Arts, the Foreign Languages
Department was able to reduce its
overstaffing to zero.
Although
the
Philosophy
Department is still overstaffed, a
new general education requirement
may help to boost the department’s
enrollment, according to the report.
Philosophy 57
Logic and
Philosophy, has received approval
to satisfy the new qualitative
reasoning requirement.

’If Prop. 9 passes ... the efforts of
this year will have been in vain’

by Kyle Brehm

Fraternity members help -straighten out- Spartan Gardens
"The top two things I want to
concentrate on are getting people
down here to the center," he said,
"and making it more appealing to
the eye," which prompted the cleanup day.
Aside from a clean-up day,
Johnson explained the center will
wage a door-to-door campaign to get
more community members involved. In addition, recycling
cannisters will be distributed around
campus to encourage more student
cooperation.
Recycling is not just confined to
newspapers, Conlon explained.
Spartan Gardens also collects glass,

Kennedy wins NY
NEW YORK (AP) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy upset President
Carter in the New York and Connecticut primary elections Tuesday
night, revitalizing his challenge for the White House and silencing
the Democrats who had suggested he quit.
New York gaveKennedy ma* than a victory, it gave him.
surprise landslide.
Former U.N. Ambassador George Bush won the Republican
primary in Connecticut, gaining. comeback tibia own. But Reagan
supporters won the majority of New York GOP delegates, to swell
Iii already commanding lead in nationwide nominating strength.
"The bubble’s burst for Jimmy Carter," said Tom Southwick,
Kennedy’s spokeman He said Kamedy’s victories would be an
enormous boost for fundraising.

cardboard, tin, used motor oil,
automobile. batteries and scrap
metal

forestall faculty layoff in the future.
Indeed, if Proposition 9 passes in
June even the efforts of this year will
have been in vain."

The report also made policy
recommendations which were
referred to the Professional Standards Committee for consideration.

Proposition 9 is the state tax slashing initiative on the June ballot.

The recommendations include:
that all sabbatical leave proposals
be given equal priority; that faculty
should be temporarily reassigned
from overstaffed areas to departments which are not overstaffed,
without a change in the individual
instructor’s teaching service area;
that outside hiring of faculty will not

The four overstaffed departments in the School of Social
Sciences were Anthropology,
Geography, History and Sociology.
Student-faculty ratios and anticipated enrollments for 1980-81

’Tower List’ here;
instructors rated
by Carla Alvarez
The eighth edition of "The Tower list" has been called "the most
well-written, well -researched and well -published of our attempts," by
Charles Miller, co-editor of the publication.
The book, a student evaluation of more than 1,100 SJSU instructors,
was also co-edited by Scott Mace, a special major in small press. His
available in the Spartan Bookstore beginning today.
Tau Delta Phi, an honor fraternity at SJSU since 1916, has
published the book since 1964 "to help the students of San Jose State
obtain the best possible education by careful selection of teachers," the
book’s introduction states.
Accompanying the release of the book was the announcement of
the fraternity’s Professor-of-the-Year, Biological Sciences Prof. Henry
Murphy.
Murphy, head of the Department of Biological Sciences’ anatomy
division, was selected from 50 SJSU instructors.
The candidates were chosen from approximately 1,100 full-time and
part-time instructors evaluated in the book. The fraternity chose
nominees on the basis of the best statistical and written evaluations.
Each candidate also had to have at least 20 cards returned.
To celebrate the book’s completion, the fraternity will hold a mock
trial for the worst professor-of-the-year at 12:30 p.m. today between the.
Student Union and the bakery.
Although the fraternity will not name an actual worst professor,

be authorized until full consideration
has been given to the qualifications
of available regular faculty; and
that a procedure be developed to
assure that negotiations take place
between overstaffed and nonoverstaffed departments.
Jack Foote, dean of academic
planning and member of the
Enrollment Patterns Committee,
was on hand to answer questions.
In other business, the senate
passed an amendment to its constitution to allow for the election of
student senators to fill vacancies
created when a student senator
leaves the position after one year of
a two-year term.
"This would take care of the
problem of having to have elections
throughout the year," Senator Mac
Larsen said.
"Should a vacancy occur during
the first year of a two-year term, the
president of the Associated Students
shall fill the vacancy, by appointment only for the period of time
remaining until the next scheduled
election of student senators, at
which time an election will be held to
fill the seat for the remaining year of
the term:’ the amendment states.
Since this is a constitutional
amendment, the faculty will vote on
it at the next election. SJSU
President Gail Fullerton will consider the amendment if it is passed
by the faculty.

"every student has had him at least once," said Miller, a molecular
biology major.
Approximately 150 instructors evaluated in the book are no longer
at SJSU.
"The evaluations were collected over a two and one-half year
period," Miller said. "So a lot of the younger, part-time teachers are
no longer here."
About 500 evaluations were conducted in class, with evaluation
cards handed out in the instructor’s classrooms.
If a faculty member could not allow an in-class evaluation, due to
time limitations, for example, a straw poll was taken.
Five-card packets were distributed to students around campus and
during two priority add/drop registrations. Students were asked to
complete one card for each teacher they were taking. If fewer than five
cards were returned on an instructor, the evaluation did not appear in
the book.
"We had to draw the line somewhere," Miller said. "With five
!cards you can break a tie.’
Out of 70,000 straw-polls handed out, 20,000 were returned, the
introduction states.
Each evaluation includes the number of cards collected, whether
the data was collected in class or by straw -poll, the statistical
responses to 10 questions, the standard deviation figures and written
evaluations.
The deviation figures indicate the amount of agreement among
students.
The 384-page book is on the shelves at the Spartan Bookstore for
84.50.
This edition took three years to complete and cost approximately
$15,000 for the 5,000 books printed. Miller expects the book to sell out
and go into a second printing.
"It has always been a best-seller on campus," he said. "It helps
both students and instructors.
"We don’t pull any punches. What comes back on the cards is what
is in the book."
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Which is the better city?

San Jose vs. San Francisco
San Jose best place to live
by Brian Wirth
staff Writer

I don’t like cities. They are often
too congested for my tastes. Also,
miles and miles of concrete just
doesn’t impress me at all.
I think the main reason I don’t
like cities is that life in them is gogo-go, henceforth people don’t have
any real time for each other. Thus
the rat-race is created.
Although I don’t like cities in
general, if I had to make any kind of

the street you were originally
looking for.
In contrast, San Jose is much
easier to drive in, in terms of finding
out where you’re going. Figure it
out, poking along at 15 miles-an-hour
behind a lowered, metallic-green,
tee-top Monte Carlo, there’s no way
you can miss a turnoff you’re
looking for.
Although San Francisco is
known for having great food and
great restaurants, it depends on

’Never miss a tUrnoff in S.F.
You may or may not live to regret it.’
choice between two cities. I would
rather live in San Jose than San
Francisco.
My reasons for wanting to live in
Nan Jose rather than San Francisco
may seem strange to some people
dut semi -logical to me.
First of all, consider the
weather. Weather-wise, San Jose
has San Francisco beat all to hell.
Many times, there have been
beautiful days in San Jose - warm,
sunny, not a cloud in the sky, with a
cool breeze thrown in for good
measure.
On that same type of day here in
San Jose, one could go up to San
Francisco and freeze to death. I’ve
experienced this myself. It would be
nice and warm here and I have gone
up to San Francisco and survived
through wind, fog, and biting cold.
At times like that I thank God I have
a beard to keep my face warm.
The second reason I don’t like
San Francisco as compared to San
Jose is that San Francisco has got to
be the only city in the world built on
mountains. They go straight up and
straight down. It’s amazing.
Whereas San Jose is nice and
flat (although it may one day sink
into the Pacific Ocean). San
Francisco can have its mountains.
The man who said long ago that, to
live in San Francisco, one would
have to have one leg shorter than the
other one was no damn fool. There
has to be a lot of them hopping
around up there. Just look at San
Francisco’s sidewalks. They too go
straight up and straight down.
Another reason I don’t like San
Francisco as compared to San Jose
is driving. Never miss a turnoff in
San Francisco. You may or may not
live to regret it. If the crazed
maniacs on the road don’t get you
first, you may be able to three
miles and 25 minutes later ) get on

what you’re looking for in this age of
rising inflation. Personally. I look
for bargains, not name brands. San
Francisco may have great food, but
boy, do you have to pay through the
nose for it.
A few weeks ago, a few friends
and I went to San Francisco for
dinner, specifically Fisherman’s
Wharf. We went to a place called
The Franciscan. It has a nice, quiet
atmosphere.

My first shock came when the
beers we ordered cost five dollars
each. I nearly fell out of my chair. In
San Jose I could have bought the
same beer in a comparable
restaurant for a buck -and-a-half at
the most. They couldn’t have robbed
me better if they’d had a gun to my
head.! guess I’m nuts because! paid
for it, though.
The dinner was something else.
We paid $15 a plate for a prime rib!
could have gotten at the London Rib
in San Jose for $7.95. I’m brave
though, for when I get enough money
I’m going to give it another try at
another restaurant up there. I only
hope I come back with my shirt on.
The last complaint I have
against San Francisco as compared
with San Jose may be overly harsh,
but yet, semi-logical to me.
Any city which sentences a man
who cold-bloodedly killed its mayor
and supervisor to only four to seven
years in prison, and then stands by
and lets a disorderly mob destroy its
city hall, has got to have something
wrong with it.
When San Jose matches that
feat with a comparable one. I’ll
gladly get the hell out of here.

S.F. -- ’everyone’s favorite’
by Joan Casseriy
Staff Writer

San Francisco - everyone’s
favorite city.
When one thinks of Northern
California, what city comes to
mind? Oakland? Watsonville?
Livermore? San Jose? Not quite.
The city in this area that is the most
intriguing - the most unique - is San
Francisco.
To compare San Jose to San
Francisco is like comparing the
musical talent of Donny Osmond to
that of Mozart.
San Jose lacks one basic
ingredient that San Francisco is
saturated with: personality.
San Francisco has class and
culture, two words that San Jose
apparently does not know the
meaning of. S.F. is the cultural
center of the West Coast. The city is
amply supplied with art museums,
historical land marks, theaters and
other significant cultural attractions.
Tourists flock into The City by
the millions to see the wonderous
sights that San Francisco as to offer.
Have you ever heard of anyone
taking a two-week vacation in San
Jose’?

Despite having the typical
problems that plague any
metropolitan area, San Francisco
still has a charm that promotes a
fierce loyalty among all it residents.
People in the city are quite aware of
its downfalls, yet they will defend it
to the end.
San Francisco provides endless
sources of enjoyment and entertainment for zery type of person. There is Fisherman’s Wharf,

any kind of activity imaginable.
San Jose is severely deficient to
The City in physical appearance.
The city, though possessing some
ugly parts, has a beauty that far
exceeds any city on the coast. Some
may say The City is congested and
overcrowded, but if you objectively
view it, you will see the classic
beauty that San Francisco is famous
for and that San Jose lacks.
San Jose is flat and sprawled all

’Have you ever heard of anyone taking
a two-week vacation in San Jose?’
the Cliff House and the countless
night clubs for those seeking excitement. The words "boring" and
"San Jose" go hand in hand. Have
you ever heard of a San Franciscan
driving down to the South Bay in
search of some fun?
If you would choose to avoid the
"wild" night life provided by the
North Beach area, you may visit the
beach, Golden Gate Park or the
Marina to "escape." The town offers

over. The composition of San
Francisco is well organized and
reflects good taste. San Jose looks
thrown together.
Weather is the sole argument
that San Joseans use to defend their"
town. They claim that San Francisco
is cold and that they have terrific
sunny weather, but as the old saying
goes - fog is better than smog.
The people of San Francisco are
a fascinating lot. The diversity is
amazing and this adds to the
character of the city. S.F. is more
tolerant of varying beliefs and
lifestyles. When Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey
Milk were shot down, the city
demonstrated its true personality. It
brought the residents closer
together and revealed the pride San
Franciscans have in their city even
when burdened with tragedy.
Professional sports are an
additional asset for San Franciscans. Though the Giants and
49ers aren’t up to championship
caliber, they provide the local
residents with sufficient competitive
play.
San Jose has the poorest transit
system; it is almost too bad for
words. It is impossible to survive in
this city without a car. If you decide
to use the Santa Clara County
Transit System, you might find
yourself waiting on a street corner
until hell freezes over. I avoided the
use of gas-hogging autos until I
came to San Jose. The bus system in
San Francisco is dependable and
easily accessible, and it is feasible to
live in the city without every owning
a car.
If! hadn’t lived the first 18 years
of my life in San Francisco, I probably would be quite content with
the city of San Jose. But once you’ve
had caviar, it’s hard to swallow
sardines.

letters
Response
Editor:
A lea comments about the
r?cent Independent Weekly story by
Ron Regalia. First, good choice of
writers - Ron certainly was around
the paper enough to know the full
background. That’s probably the
main reason I was so disappointed
with the article. Todd Axtell and
Michael Phillips were allowed to
present their twisted side of how the
paper was run when I was editor,
without any substantiation or
rebuttal from me.
The overall statement from the
current Weekly editors is that
Hastings got us into this debt and
we’re doing all we can to dig ourselves out of this hole he left us in.
I’m surprised Regalia bought that
line of bull.
What Axtell and Phillips left out
of their story is how I announced to
the spring ’79 staff - of which they
were a part - of the impending debt,
and that strong fundraising efforts
would be needed to prevent it. Instead of support. I got cop-outs i.e.,
-Love to help, but I’ve got finals,"
.Urn already putting too much time
into this paper," etc..
The several fundraisers I
organized failed due to lack of
support from my staff. I published
the newspaper every week because
the paper needed, and still needs,
credibility. It was expected that the
Weekly would go into debt,as every
new publication does ( I read
recently that People magazine lost

$3.5 million in its first year of
publication), but there was time
over the summer to organize a
major fundraising effort. The debt
at that time, $4,000, did not seem
insurmountable.
Throughout the summer, I
encouraged Todd and Michael to
meet with me and map out a plan for
fundraising. They dragged their
feet, and nothing was ever
organized. I tried to work with the
new editors, but they obviously
wanted me out of the way - I was
even locked out of a general staff
meeting. I continued with the
Weekly long enough to draw up
initial plans and gain university
approval for the distribution boxes.
I would hai,e gladly relayed this
and other information about the
Weekly had I been asked. It should
be standard policy, particularly
when someone is being accused of
mismanaging a paper, to get their
comments on the charge. I don’t live
in Alaska. Regalia knows the paper I
work for, and could get my home
phone number in about two minutes
from his editors at the Daily.
The one place where I was
recently quoted was taken from a
passing remark I made while
visiting the Daily and not from any
formal questioning, It is presented
without explanation as an out-ofcontext quote, without meaning.
Had I been asked for meaning, I
would have explained that I felt the
Weekly’s typesetting arrangement
was an unnecessary extravagance;
I avoided getting typesetters from
the start because I knew Berkeley’s
Daily Californian had financial
difficulties in recouping their inital

typesetting investment, and I didn’t
want to make the same mistake.
My hope for the Independent
Weekly is that some energetic
people will participate in the paper
in the future. I still believe in the
basic idea of opening a campus
newspaper up to the general campus
community, and not just to a
selected group of journalism majors
or anti-establishment cliques.
Steve Hastings
Journalism, senior

year’s and nine times me attendance
in 1977-78.
This year’s budget was the same
as last year’s. More people ( men
and women) are being reached and
challenged by the issues that
"Womyn’s Week" presents.
I look forward to next year’s
week and hope others (both those
people who enjoyed and disliked
"Womyn’s Week") will join me in
contacting the Women’s Center with
ideas for future weeks.
Kathleen Cordova
New College, sophomore

Solve

Commend

Editor:
Free carpool parking, which I
have proposed 47 times, will solve
the parking problem, make new
garage construction and old office
destruction both unnecessary.
The universty administration
and AS. council only have to shut up
and do it. I suspect shutting up will
be the hardest part of the job for
both.
Michael Dutton
History, graduate student

Editor:
I have lived and worked next to
fraternity houses for over 20 years
and will admit the Greeks are not
my model for responsible adults.
However, I wish to commend the
members of the Theta Chi Fraternity for having their open party of
March 21 on a Friday night rather
than the usual middle of the week:
and for cleaning our parking lot
after the party. It was a most
pleasant surprise not to have to pay
our maintenance man overtime to
do this. These are two steps in the
right directior,. Now - about those
cars in our lot...
Peggy Detter
Administrative Assistant
Grace Baptist Church

Well done
Editor:
I would like to praise the
organizers of "Womyn’s Week" for
a job well done. Unlike some others
( as seen in letters printed
previously), most women I have
spoken with were impressed with
the wide array of available issues
the worskshops and entertainment
dealt with.
The week attracted some 3,281
attendants, which was triple last

Shocked
Editor:
Upon seeing Monday’s front
page article concerning Greek
Week, I was shocked and appalled to
find a number of gross misquotes

and journalistic abuses that completely changed the meaning of what
was said to the reporter. What
quotes that were even close were so
badly butchered and paraphrased
that they became tactless and
almost illiterate.
Daily - next time you need
quotes, don’t call me, just make

them up - it will save you the dime
Scott Thimann
Marketing, senior
Editor’s note:
The Daily apologizes for
misspelling Mr. Thimann’s name in
Monday’s article. "Sororities
boycott Greek Week..." However,
we stand by the coverage given in
the article.
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Also help for rape, incest victims

V.D. Hotline supplies info, referrals
by Carla Alvarez
A young woman fears
that she has venereal
disease. A teemiger has
questions about incest. A
rape victim wants to know
where to get help.
The V.D. National
Hotline in Palo Alto
receives about 210 calls a
day from people who need
help, seven days a week.
It is the only national
24-hour venereal disease
information and referral
service in the country,
according to director Bea
Mandel. Mandel is also a
public health instructor at
SJSU.
The 35 volunteers who
answer the phones can help
people with other problems
besides venereal disease.
’ For example, this
morning we had a call from
a rape victim," Mandel
said. "We were able to
refer her to a service where
she could get help and
support."
Patty Frumkin, a
graduate student in public
health at SJSU, is volunby Pdfrocoa Hemdfldrz
teering at the hotline to
Bea mandel, director of the V.D Hotline and SJSU instructor, listens as Toni fulfill her internship
requirement.
Sousa answers a call.

"The calls vary so
much," Frumkin said. "I
get calls from people with
V.D. problems, marital
and personal problems.
Very young people and
very old people call."
The hotline, which
opened in October of 1979,
receives calls from
throughout the country. A
majority of the calls come
from New York, New
Jersey, California, Texas
and Florida, according to
Mandel.
The volunteers have a
list of 5,000 resources
nationwide that they can
refer people to.
"We locate those
resources near the caller’s
home," Mandel said.
Most callers are between the ages of 13 and 25.
common
most
The
questions are "What are
the symptoms ( of venereal
disease), and what can! do
about it?" according to
Mandel.
Mandel hopes to increase the hotline’s
volunteer staff to 100.
Volunteers can earn credit
through SJSU’s SCALE
program, some individual

studies
through
ments,
Mandel.

"Whenever we are in
the position to make
about
judgments
someone’s actions, we
must be able to recognize
that we are in that
position," Mandel explained. "We can not force
our values on someone
else."

courses and
some departto
according

Volunteers spend 15
hours in training before
they begin taking calls.
They receive specific information on the signs and
symptoms of venereal
disease, study listening and
communication skills, and
working
acquire a

It is especially important for volunteers to
restrain their judgments

’What are the symptoms of
V.D. ... What can I do ...’
knowledge of the health
care systems listed in the
referral.

when dealing with people
calling about homosexual
extramarital
and
relationships, child abuse
and incest, according to
Mandel.

"We did a lot of role
playing ( during training),"
"We
Frumkin said.
practiced answering ’what
if’ questions.

Some of the calls are
very upsetting, according
to Mandel.

"We also had value
clarification discussions
where we explored different issues, like suicide
and incest, and talked
about how we would
respond to them."

"From a positive
standpoint, it is very
gratifying to get a call from
an upset and confused
teenager and at the end of
the call have the person

say,
You have really
helped,’ or ’I feel a lot
better now,’ " Mandel said.
"On the other hand, it
is necessarily upsetting
when a 16-year-old boy
calls about incest and it
turns out it was with his
sister. He is scared about
what will happen if his
parents find out, and on top
of that he is worried that he
might have given her
V.D."
Frumkin has found her
experiences on the hotline
rewarding.
"I think this is really a
dynamic place to be,"
Frumkin said.
The hotline is funded
by the federal government
and the Center for Disease
Atlanta,
in
Control
Georgia. The United Way
of Santa Clara County also
contributes funds to the
hotline.
Volunteers are asked
to work four hours a week
after the 15 hours of
training. People interested in volunteering
can call Mandel at 1415
327-6465.

SJSU nurse practitioner likes more contact with patients

SJSU nurse practitioner Shirley Woods with a patient
by Joan Casserly
Is there a nurse
practitioner in the house?
visiting
People
hospitals or medical clinics
to see a doctor might be
surprised to learn that the
person aiding them isn’t a
licensed medical doctor but
a nurse practitioner.
Shirley Woods, nurse
practitioner and director of
Family Planning at the
SJSU Health Center,
that many
believes
students don’t know what a
nurse practitioner is. Her
definition is: a person who
has received a nursing
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credential and who has
completed an additional
seven months of training,
possibly in a certain area of
treatment.
Woods, the first of four
nurse practitioners at the
health center, has been at
SJSU for 10 years, but only
for the last two years has
she been a nurse practitioner.
Medical care costs
continue to escalate and
the use of nurse practitioners can decrease the
expense, according to
Woods. Also, since nurse
practitioners are qualified
to perform many of the
routine duties normally in
the doctor’s realm, such as
check-ups and dispensing

medicine for minor health
needs, doctors are freer to
devote more time to
complicated cases that
require more expertise.
"The use of nurse
practitioners is a major
economical step in the
medical profession,"
Woods said.
As for the pay, nurse
practitioners make more
than nurses but "conthan
siderably
less"
doctors, according to
Woods.
"When a
student
comes in, I try to make it
clear what a nurse practitioner is," Woods explained. "The student can
always ask to see a doctor;
it really would not hurt my

feelings."
Woods does not see the
fact that she is nuts doctor
as a problem. After she has
explained to the student
her qualifications, they
never ask to see a doctor,
she said.
This fairly new
profession will continue to
grow at a rapid rate, ac-

cording to Woods. The field
was created about 15 years
ago, and in 1977 there were
approximately 12,000 nurse
practitioners.
Woods,
who does
routine
gynecological
examinations, birth control
advisement and pregnancy
counseling, has been a
registered nurse for 20
years. She started working
in pediatrics, but decided
to become a nurse practitioner
because
she
desired more direct contact with the patients.
-As an R.N., I had the
initial contact with the
patients, but I wanted a
broader area to work in. As
a nurse practitioner, I can
become more involved in
the treatment," Woods
said.
Woods has no desire to
become a doctor. "I don’t
want that responsibility
that doctors have," she
said. "Besides, I don’t want
to go to school anymore.
"When I was younger,
women were steered
toward nursing and
teaching," Woods continued. "If women were led
to believe that they’d be
successful in professions
like medicine, I might have
become a doctor. It is just a
little late in my career."
Her title as a nurse
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with a male gynecologist
can block a woman from
ever going back to a male
doctor, even though all of
them are not like that,"
Woods said.
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229 by Friday.

sensitive to women’s
problems. Woods rinds that
most of the women she is in
contact with prefer visiting
female doctors.
"One bad experience

practitioner possibly works
to her advantage. "Often
times, not by intent, some
patients are intimidated by
doctors," Woods said.
"Some might feel less
of a barrier with a nurse
practitioner. Maybe we
could be a little easier to
talk to," she added:
Woods, who received
her master’s degree from
SJSU in 1979, explained her
interest in women’s health
concerns.
"Women have a lot of
questions that need an
explanation," she said,
citing the fact that too
many times women are
given just a diagnosis of
their ailment rather than
complete explanation of
what is occurring.
Because some male
doctors don’t seem to be as
r rerre

Once tested you need never
worry about having a child
with this fatal disease.
Call 277-3622 for
further information
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Unsung Spartan bowlers lonely at the top
Editor’s note: this is the first of a two-part series.
to Catherine Cassidy
Practicing alongside the pinball wizards, pool
hustlers and ping pong champs who populate the Student
Union Games Area are two bowling teams ranked at the
top in the nation.
But those teams are about as widely known on
campus as the anonymous pinball champs and ping
pongers with whom they share quarters.
A collection of men and women virtually unknown to
the average Spartan sports fan, the SJSU bowling teams
are nonetheless national championship material this
yoar. whether people know it or not.
And with the men’s team currently ranked No. 2
nationally and the women pegged as the No. 1 women’s
college team in the country, both squads should have ao
problem getting that national exposure, according to
Terry Gregory, coordinator of the SJSU bowling program.
"If the women keep bowling as well as they are
capable, they will blow everyone else out of the competition," Gregory said. "The men have a tougher
competition to work with, but their chances are still very
good, too."
Despite the high caliber of the Spartan bowling
squads, however, most SJSU students are not as familiar
with the bowling program as they are with other sports on

from ACU-I and the S.U. games area budget since it is
classed as a recreational activity, but most of the money
for traveling and other team expenses comes "out of the
bowlers’ pockets," Gregory said, or from fundraisers
organized by the bowlers.
.But according to women’s assistant coach Pat
!fussier, the team is quite happy with being financially

independent.
"We are really proud of the fact that we are not involved with intercollegiate athletics," she said.
"Everything we do is relatively on our own, and that
makes us more of a team. I think."
All of this year’sfundraising, practicing and top-notch
season performing boil down to one tournament for the

Spartan bowlers, the Fresno Sectional tournament this
weekend, March 28-29, college bowling teams’ ticket to the
nationals.
"That’s what the entire season is all about," Gregory
said. "If we didn’t make it to the sectional, our season
would be all over until next year."
And according to Gregory, the Spartans have more
than earned their ticket in; they have a virtual "corner on
the market."
"We swept all of the qualifying tournaments for the
sectional this year," Gregory said. "That makes us a
pretty tough team to beat."
Both teams traveled to Nevada over the holidays and
swept the Las Vegas New Year’s Collegiate Invitational,
the largest and most prestigious college bowling tournament in the country.
In competition with more than 150 of the nation’s
finest college clubs, both SJSU’s men and women were
able to bring home first places, which automatically
qualified them for the sectional tournament this weekend.
It could have been enough for the Spartans to stop
right there, but both the men and women went out and won
the ACU-1 Regional tournament this season, another
automatic qualifier for the sectional battle.

-College bowling is today what college football was
about 40 years ago," Gregory said. -Promotion of college
bowling is a fairly new thing."
The Spartan bowling program is not affiliated with
the SJSU Athletic Department, nor with Associated
Students, which is probably the reason that a lot of people
don’t know about the team that practices in the basement
of the Student Union, Gregory said.
"We survive kind of on our own," he said with a
chuckle.
The program is sponsored by the Association of
College Unions - International, "the parent organization
by Mark Schwab
of student unions around the country," according to
Schramm looks for a strike during a practice session in the S.U. Games Area.
Gregory, and the initial generator of interest in collegiate Spaertan bowler Marty
Schramm and company will be heading to Fresno this weekend to do battle in the Sectional tourbowling.
The teams do receive a relatively small allocation nament.

And perhaps for insurance, the men managed third
place in their Northern California Intercollegiate Masters
League championship battle, while the women slid
practically uncontested into the league No. I spot.
However, this year’s clubs are not really doing
anything that much out of the ordinary. According to
Gregory, the Spartan bowling teams have been racking uji,
top national billing for several years.
Both the men and the women have seen sectional
tournament action for six years, ever since collegiate
bowling first went national.

Azarfar, women’s mentor
Connie Roy and water polo
coach Mike MacNaMa are not full-time coaches.
The programs need to
be strengthened and with
part-time coaches, only so

Analysis
much time can be devoted
to the sport. More time
must be spent developing
the program and searching
out worthy recruits.
The acquatic programs
are obviously given low
priority by the Athletic
Department, as "the swim
teams are at the lower end
of the budget scale," according to Associate
Athletic Director Jon
Crosby.
Crosby added that two
of the three coaches Azarfar and MacNaMa are volunteer and only
Roy. who is part-time, is
paid.
The Athletic Department "is continuing to
invesigate if it has the
resources to ever make a
part-time coaching position
available on the men’s
side, Crosby said.
The department is
"looking for the right
combination of talent,
coaching and financial
backing" for the team,
Crosby said, adding that it
must see growth and
stability before giving
more assistance.
As for the severely
lacking facilities at SJSU,
Crosby said he sees nothing
on the horizon for a new
pool and they will continue
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pursuing alternatives. The
present SJSU pools are
"inadequate for competition."
The facilities are
ancient and designed only
for recreational purposes.
The markers are off, there
are no lane lines, the lanes
are not wide enough and
the gutters slow down the
swimmers.
The women’s pool,
which both teams occasionally use for practice,
measures 25 meters by 10
meters, just half of
regulation size.
The men’s team has
been bogged down by so
much instability and travel
hassles this season that it
couldn’t help but effect its
performance.
Originally, the team
was to swim all season at
the new Independence High
School Olympic sized pool.

which also provided diving
facilities. But because of
unlimited problems, the
team, which is the only one
in the PCAA forced to
practice off campus, had to
search out alternative
facilities.
Independence A.D. Al
Cementina said the reason
the SJSU men’s swim team
did not use these facilities
this season could be attributed to a number of
factors. There were
problems with the heating
system and two of the SJSU
meets had to be cancelled,
"which might have
discouraged them."
The pool was forced to
close for several weeks due
to a corrosion around the
lighting fixtures that was
thought to be dangerous.
At first it was
suspected to be an electrical problem that might
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electrocute someone. Then many tests had to be
it was thought to be a performed It just turned
chemical problem and continued on page 5
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SJSU aquatics: stuck in a mediocre rut
by Joao Casserly
For those who look only
at the final record, the 197980 swim seasons at SJSU
somewhere
teetered
between mediocre and
disappointing.
Records,
however,
have a tendency to be
deceiving.
The Spartan men’s
swim team concluded the
seaon with a 5-4 dual meet
record, in addition to
placing fifth in the PCAA
championships earlier this
month.
The women ended with
a 4-7 dual meet record and
unexpectedly captured
third place in the Santa
Barbara Invitational last
January.
There are a number of
reasons why the aquatics
program at SJSU has never
climbed out of its mediocre
rut. SJSU water sports
have never developed the
way they should due to lack
of adequate facilities, lack
of full time coaches, low
priority standing in the
Athletic’ Department and
lack of communication.
Communication’s breakdowns on the part of the
coaches has had a negative
impact on the team. Most
often team statistics and
meet results are not easily
accessible as the coaches
rarely report to the Sports
Information Department.
It could be that the
coaches don’t believe that
many students are truly
interested. but regular
media coverage is one step
toward prompting student
support.
The three coaches in
the SJSU aquatics program
-- men’s coach Shone
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out to be a reaction of the
mixture of chrome and
brass.
The team used West
Valley College facilites for
a good portion of the
season. Many times it was
a last minute thing and the
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problem succcessfully. The
team has grown from six
swimmers in 1975 to 20 this
season.
the
Conversely,
women’s team, which
started the season with 12
swimmers, finished with
only seven.
Swimming is a timeconsuming sport that
requires unyielding
devotion. Often an athlete
may not have the devotion
to withstand the early
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morning practices and
work.
endless hard
It is unrealistic to think
SJSU, with 12 swimmers
can successfully compete
with powerhouse teams as
Cal-Poly San Luis Obispo
27 swimmers) and Santa
Barbara ;20).
Unlike the men’s team,
which has two excellent
divers, the women have
none.
A team without any
divers is at a severe

disadvantage. In competition, a team with
divers, no matter how
capable they may be, will
be supplied with an additional number of points.
But while the keys to
success in the pool may be
evident, in this era of Prop
12 and "Jaws II" the
acquatics programs at
SJSU probably will have to
continue treading water for
a number of years just to
avoid sinking into oblivion.

Men netters eye streak
by Dave Meltzer
The SJSU men’s tennis
team attempts to extend a
seven -match winning
streak at 2 p.m. today when
it battles the University of
San Francisco at the South
Campus courts.
The Spartans, now 11-2,
are ranked 19th nationally.
Nial Brash, the

Spartans’ No. 1 singles
player, remains undefeated this season with
an 11-0 mark.
The women’s match
scheduled for yesterday
against USF was postponed
because of rain. The match
will be rescheduled for
April 14 at the South
Campus courts.

The women’s team
returns to action on April 11
when it will host Cal PolyPomona, as it searches for
its second victory against
12 defeats.
The women’s home
schedule has been
massacred by the weather
this season.
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Type of wheel
for grinding
Noted person
Indian nursemaid
Rajah’s wife
Surfeit
The earth is one
City of N
Pakistan
Character in
"Treasure
Island"
Vamps. French
style
Fine friend: Fr.
Army doctor
Heroine of "The
Good Earth"
Lake created by
Hoover Dam
Stretching (out)
Number on a
clock dial: Rom.
Buster Browns.
for example
Business org.
Mrs. Siddons
Part of a feather
Greek letter
Means of
transportation

1.1

BOVE BUDGET FARES
Con
tact Trip and Travel Planohng Co.

TYPING
287 4311

13 Kings, in Spain
21 Odd, British
style
23 Zodiac sign
25 Historic town
oii the Meuse
26 Relative of a
foret
27 Well-known nom
de plume
28 Retreat
29 Prime minister
of South Africa
(1933-54)
32 Memorable first
name in music
lore
34 Spanish girl’s
name
35 Europ. pact
36 DC. agent
38 Man’s nickname
39 Tape
42 Certain
reference books
44 Tidied
46 Song of a sort
48 Sport’s official,
for short
49 Heavy, gaseous
element
50 Greek market
place
51 Puppy
52 Palomino
54 Not his brother’s
keeper
55 Fashion, Colloq.
56 Yeminite
57 Memorable actor
60 Yale man

65 Is caught off
base
66 Important
worker
67 Obligation
DOWN
1 Bleats
2 Clod’s cousin
3 State admitted
in 1896
4 Connecticut
Indian tribe
5 Memorable
Apache
6 At full speed
7 Drive
8 Before: Prefix
9 Facial feature
10 Under control
11 Reception hall
12 Con
(tenderly)
5

4

14

15

1 7

18

6

,3

10

0

444 E

Stereo

Sunday, noon

23
ill

..MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS,
Gel the best for less from A E U
DID
ENTERPRISES
SJSU’s
is
complete
consumer
electronics
lusyrng
brands

Real nice 7
from
10 min

2 ba
apt
room
Pool, sauna. re<
school
tennis lam an Aero senior Most be
over 21 and neat SUS oho

Call Sal

at 394 2347

Personals

service
of

with

nearly

TV’s,

300

protection

systems,

sdeo recorder , cam and games All
items new in factory sealed
with lull Manufacture warranty 30
day defective exchange with op
hone’ S year parts AND labor
Shipped
direct
from
wholesale
distrsbutors to your door in 8 to 18
Call

26
N

WS 5550

for

complete

price quotes or more info. SMWFS.
10 to 10 Ask for KEN Look to A E
for the widest selection of the
highest I plelity at the lowest prices
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT.

III’

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
SHAMAN
LAURA

components.

stereo

compacts. portables and accessories
for the can, home, stage or studio

II
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UNWANTED hair removed fOrever
355
S
Confidential
Specialist
Baywoof Ave San Jose Call 247

II

RATES

7486

Ask for

college Fluent in Spanish For more
information. Call SJPD Recruiting
all,, 4951

15

and many more

vondiamming

Print Your Ad Here:
approw.matply 10 letters Ar.

^

Each

Kenny
POLICE 0110er. City of San Jose
Must be bilingual. Spanish,Englfsh
21 to 34 years of age. 1 years of

14

norsepaCk trips
backpack trips
bicycling touring
cattle dnves
river
hang gliding
ballooning
ratting
canoeing
kayaking

$300 for information to SEAFAX.
Dept Ce. First and Laurel streets.

11TAH.

10

ADVENTURE havelers Interested
Trekking
in Mounta meering

and

days!

Port Angeles. Washington 90362

I BM Select’’,

Call Don or

294 6559

MEN. WOMEN. Jobs on Ships.
merican. foreign NO eoPersenCe
required Ewellent pay, worldwide
travel Summer lob or career Send

5

books

utilities
and
per month

ROOM FOR RENT with priwte 1’1
be
Kitchen, living and laundry
room
prey ileges
in
gay
male
household
1 1, 2
blocks
from
campus 5130,mo Non smoker Call

bdrm

1

map

6300

Exchange references
Petal 295 7438

PROFESSIONAL editing
Theses
dissertations etc Reasonable Call
Ms Beroell at 374 7087

Connie and Gary 967 0792

1,40 lox Angeles Times stoat-an

110th and Wm,
Call 14511192 1613

days advance purchase

11 child care. 31 co
op food buying. I/ Cable TV and
and

INTELLIGENT TYPING

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

Backpacks

Luggage
to find travel
converters

Hard

at 266 1610 evenings and weekends

SHARE

garden

TYPING thesis, term papers. etc
EoPerienced and last Reasonable
rates Call 369 0674

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Student

Wide

reasonable
qua Ifty.
Professional
rates For a free estimate, call Art

Also,

experience
Call New Horizons at 144
rates

NATURAL HEALING and psychic
for 1de information or
reading

COUPLE with chtld to share 4 bdrm
bOuSe near campus with couple with
child

needed
0112

Call Dave at

5915

51.600 ro 53.600 summer Thousands
restaurants,
Casino’s,
needed

various

Pleasanton Fremont

specific problems Call Mary at 795

FEMALE

Africa
Asia
USA Travel Services

International

Insurance

WORK

Parking

Call

after 3 p.m please

0344 after 7 p m

Ser v it e.

fireplace.
courtyard.
545 per week shared. WS
week sengle
707 South 11th

trains

bachelorette party Call Rick at 248

JOSE

Per
Street Office 122 North 8th St
998 0133

WOMEN.

Sailing Camps No eoperience. good

EXCELLENT
down the Pacific Coast this summer
We’ll take a train up to Seattle.
Wash . and then travel to Vancouver

help
will
Laboratory
students wall their wrilong skills
paragraphs
sentences

Writing

089

own car

WOULD like to find female to be
if in
with a handicapped man
Wrested call 298 006

add1
One

Two

1.00

boa

rooms,

day

days

days

days

days

day

02 00

2 50

1 15

2 90

3 00

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 00

330

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

400

50

3 50

0 00

4 25

00

450

50

Who
MARI
First -The Shakers
knows. Next the "Dallas Cowgirls "
Don’t get too stoned m litho class

Address

f sch additional 10, add
50

WHAT is the official iewel of Alpha
Phi, FRED

P11011,

Print name

Your tOsnut
50

City

Enclosed is

For

Minimum Three Lines One Day

GAMMA Phi Beta pledges present
Keepsake Easter calmly ler sale in
front of S U . 330. 21, 14 and 35

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Semester Rafe Ise ishossi 530 00

277-3175

SPIRALING costs Waring you in the

Check

face? Fight back! Be a Resident
Adviser in one of the seven SJSU
dorms
2748

Him

Call

IBM
61 pg and up
All
wof k
Selectric
Correcting
Call Krtty al WI 3099
proofread

Charter Travel
William Street
San Jose CO 00 /7

PROBLEMS, The San
Department
State English

MWF

TYPING
my home Prof
Selec Call Sue at 74/ 097

trtc Call 257 1051

etc

NING COMPANY
Specialists 444 E

WRITING

SAVE GAS
area carpool

PROFESSIONAL cop typist Fast
IBM SM.
reasonable

If
I ..SYYver
R..ports
using
theses
books
automatic typing Call 749 0412 S C

resumes.

Term papers,

Open 7 dais
Club Med
tours
Mon Frs, 96, Saturday, 9 5 Sunday
noonS TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN

Birth Control
Abortion Servs.,
292 9797

maid set

vice. TV and parking SOS per wk
shared. $60 to SOS per we souile 122
North 8th St Call 998 0121

accurate.

Youth
Canada and Me. eco Travel
Student ships and
Hostel Cards

Voltage

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN
Male cake popper for your nest
MOTHER

Age., v

serv.ces. reasonable
rates Open 105, M F Call 700 6706
or stop by 414 E William Street
Suite 10 sbetween 9th and 10th
Professronal

streets,

etc
Words
Theses
II
Unlimeted Call Val a t948 5303

area

Teeing

BERKELEY

or
at

FAST, accurate typing/editing on

TYPING Accuracy, neatness and
deadIsnes guaranteed Experienced
in masters reports dissertations
Graduate
Approved
by
SJSU
Department IBM Sel 11 South San

Eurad.
Identity Card issuance
Student Rail and BritRail passes
USA
Overseas lob placement

Care

Free pregnancy testing
Gen Exam Services

Jose

work

reasonable rates Call THE EXECU
TIVE’S ASSISTANT at 210 11411

Select’s<

Europe

Australia
Avertable

selection
Women’s
CENTER
for
Famdy Planning Facrlity

ad.". vou HOURS M 05, TW, 4
9 Th , 8 3. F 84 Education 229

Sales Course CALL 749 5275

hours

For the finest award
winning photography. call John at
448 7308

understood

work
organization,
term paper
Come in early in your writing
Experienced rotors Will
process

ROOMIE
Bicycle 1.100 miles

elegant and unsversally

soft

1,500 to SI 000

Guaranteed
Send sell addressed stamped en
EN
DEXTER
TO
velope
Los
TERPRISES 1039 Shrine PI

wedding

Your

photographs by John Eric Paulson
Photography are expressions of

5 hour

terey Road

SIERRA CLUB

Meeico
wedding

a

tor

LOOKING

manual

anywhere at discount tares We also
represent all Charter operations
Hawaii
(including Laker/

Reverend Donald
990 0149 (Any time I

JOBS IN ALASKA Summer of year
round
Good pay
S800 to S1000
monthle All fields
parks fisheries.
teaching, oil industry and more.
1980 employer listings
For rn

Reports.
Qualify

So

Approved YyPiSI List

TYPING

BUDGET FLIGHTS IWO Domestic
set
flights
international
and

No blood test required
No wading
Confidential Legal

lists

rsurnes

graphs.
etc
Valley area Call
pm
to
e
1116,9
a
on
KATHIE at 578
I am also on the Graduate Office

letters.

Internship

CAMPUS
Financial

NOW

Travel

marl

<harts,

Blossom Valley
Jose
Janet at 277 9525

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy

WOO

No

Reasonable

6. Sat . noon 5

92625

Tarde.

torates.

Have
MOVING AND HAULING
large truck Avail for all sorts of
lobs Call Roy at 796 6917

Eopenses paid
Sightseeing For free into. write IJC.
426 Begonia Corona Del Mar CA

16595

manufacture

manufacturing
Showroom
and
fwiltheS
in
San
Jose
Sounds
Unique, 262 0793 Open Toes Fri . 1

0445

weekends

quality

I 7 the cost
Full manufacturers
warranty
with
local
service

GOOD

Call 964

TYPING
Mn firm can handle
anythrng from one letter to large

Performance,

etc
We
quality.
a complete lose of
loudspeakers
and
kits

Selech.c II

8170

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
yes eirg, Resumes theses. reports.
vitaes, term reports letters, 000

to the public
Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and
advertised systems use but at I Ito

Services

experienced

Typing

tape, check with us for BIG DIS
COUNTS on over 750 masor brands

WHOLESALE

408 7/4 0906

to 5I.700 monthly

Housing

AMUSEMENT

SHOW YOU CARE
277 2248

95151

Summer or year
America.
S

Help Wanted

VANGELICALS Concerned has a
iible study for gay men and women
2376 Maywood Ave
’ Irdnesdays
.0 Box 1665 San Jose 9S109 Call
98 0755

for advice. write Dear
Box 71026, San Jose, CA
For recorded message call
So

P0

John

Physical
Teacher needs copy of Credential
Call 798 550 between 9 1 and 4 10

2388
SJSU GSU Gay Student Union is .1
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men GSU provides a blend

of equipment Good prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING Cor
rect, honest information given on

have

Angnies CA 00007

lime to have a beautiful award
winning color portrait Created by
John Eric Paulson Call John at Ohl

Now you can gel "A man’s point of
yeew Include any name and address
you choose All replys are mailed to
you and are held in striCteSt con

TB
clearance
(Neq
ability from physician

Australia
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER IS
cents per lb No limit Call 23 3954

Before you putchase any hili car
stereo, TV. recorder Or recording

fides...

I EtrA
Select,.
iy hist
Reasonable rates Call Goldie at 261
ill
even.ngs betore 10 pm

T Y PING by Kathy Profeshonai and

SAVE THIS 1)...

DO YOU WANT scone advoce, Do
you want to Settle an argument, Do
vou Want to get someone elses
Clear John
opinion, Then wt.’s.

Any time between 6 30 a m and 5 10
pm daily Job will last about 10 to
70 days 53 25 per hour 1 1 students

OVERSEAS JOBS
round
Europe

535 00

BE ERMAK ERS OF AMERICA
I040 N oth Street

handbooks

For Sale

next door to the

store

illustrate

olfice clerk

Bring

your recyclable, and come out and
support us Volunteers welcome

and

5 40 pm daily Taking application
for substitute teacherk aides and

cans, (please flattens, motor oil and
automobile batteries We’re across
from Spartan Stadium on the corner
of 5

6 30 0 30 Most have some
aid.
nursing assistant en
perience etc Afternoon and Early
morning Off.ce Clerk needed.. 309
hour
lost

evenings

renter is open this semester Wed
11 am 2pm and Sal and Sun. 10am
opm We collect newspaper card

al
to

26

classifieds

nd
al,
ur-

Op
on
er

uncertainty of the meet
locations "hurt the team,’
Azarfar said.
Lack of depth has been
a dilemma that the swim
teams have been forced to
confront:
The men’s swim team
have dealt with this

Md6

For further details. call 377

I.
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’Awareness Week’ funded
Ov Steve Sloan

MUSIC students Ron Gerrard and Mary Enmann portray the lead couple in Pasatieri’s "Signor DMus. ’

SJSU to present operas
by Ron Regalia
The SJSU community
Opera Theater will present
three one -act operas
tomorrow, Friday and
Saturday in the Montgomery Theater at Market
and San Carlos streets in
San Jose.
The triple bills include
"Signor
Deluso"
by Thomas
Pasatieri,
-Chanticleer" by Seymour
Barab and Mozart’s "The
Impresario." All will be
sung in English.
Performances Thursday and Friday are at 8:15

p.m. and Saturday at 2:30
p.m. Tickets,available at
the Montgomery Theater.
are $4 students and $8
general.
The opera theater is
directed by SJSU Music
Prof. Irene Dalis. Before
joining the faculty in fall
1977, Dalis performed
internationally in opera for
nearly 25 years.
The Mozart Festival
Orchestra, a conglomerate
of San Jose musicians, will
accompany the performance.
Rohrbaugh,
David

musical director and
conductor for the Opera
Theater, will direct the
orchestra.
Of the 43 students
enrolled in the Opera
Theater, 39 will be performing solo roles in the
triple bill, said Judith
Steinberg, Dalis’ administrative assistant and
a member of the theater.
The opera theater is
also presenting four operas
daily this week to Santa
Clara County students of
elementary to high school
ages for Arts Education

Unions may merge
continued from page 1
ludicrous and morally
to wrong."
UPC proposed
represent all full- and partNot only would that pit
time academic and group against group,
related Sivertsen warned, but
academically
employees ( such as temporary faculty "have
) contributed a great deal to
counselors
librarians and
in one bargaining unit. It the university."
includes people hired on a
Both UPC and CFA are
temporary basis.
arguing before PERB that
CFA proposes one unit the chancellor’s proposal to
for all full-time academic split
academic and
and academically-related academically-related ememployees and a separate ployees and not represent
unit for part-timers.
is
inpart-timers
I hope our position compatible.
Dumke also tried to
would prevail," Sivertsen
department
said, because splitting the define
-politically chairpersons as adis
unit

ministrators and therefore
not part of the faculty
bargaining unit.
CFA local chapter
President Curtis Stafford
said he doesn’t know how
the statewide CFA will
respond to the merger
proposal. But he feels that
of all the CSUC campuses,
UPC and CFA "are
probably looking toward
the same set of goals" at
SJSU.
He noted heavy activity of both groups
statewide in working with
the Academic Senate.

Week.
pertotal
The
formances, including the
three public operas, are 23,
Steinberg added.
Arts Education Week,
an annual event cosponsored by the Santa
Clara
County School
System and the San Jose
Fine Arts Commission,
began Monday, March 24,
and concludes Saturday.
The week’s programs
are meant to expose and
educate county school
children in the creative and
performing arts, Steinberg
said.
Twenty-two thousand
students are expected to
attend performances and
workships in the San Jose
Convention Center and
Center for the Performing
Arts, according to Robert
Romaro of the San Jose
Fine Arts Office.
The facilities are located
between Park Avenue and
San Carlos Street west of
Market Street.
The Art and Dance
Department, music lecturer and composer Lou
Harrison and the mime
theater
are
also
representing
SJSU.
Romaro said.

spartaguide
Associated Students
will hold a council meeting
at 3 p.m. today in the A.S.
Council chambers on the
third floor of the Student
Union. Call A.S. Office at
277-3201 for more information.

Black Students of
Engineering Club will meet
at 6 tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Call Mr.
Campbell at 295-5929 for
more information.

Chicano graduation
class of 1980 will meet at 6
A library subject tonight in the Education
lecture will be given on Building, room 211. Call
sociology at 2:30 p.m. Fidel Hernandez at 377-5970
today in LC 217. Sign-up for more information.
sheets are located at the
min reference desk. 2nd
Organization of Arab
floor. Library (entral.
students will meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Career Planning and Pacheco Room.
Placement will hold oncampus interview sign-ups
Students for Economic
from 9 a.m. to noon, and
from 1 to 4 p.m. today in Democracy will meet at 5
Business
Classrooms. p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Call
room 13.
Kathy at 275-6862 for more
information.
Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
resume writing session at
3:30 p.m today in the S.U.
Almaden Room. Pointers
will be given on how to
compose written communications such as letters,
resumes and applications
for employment.

Student Health Service
will hold Tay Sachs disease
screening from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. and from 5 to 7 p.m.
today in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room. Call Oscar
Battle at 277-3622 for more
information.
Campus Ambassadors
West will hold Bible studies
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:20
p.m. and from 12:30 to 1:20
p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Call Jill
Shook at 356-4833 for more
information.
Intercultural Steering
Committee will meet at
3:30 today at the International Center. Call Ray
Dodd or Muriel Andrews at
279-4575 for more information.

GoldeCirde

Slender Means Theatrical Company will present a theatrical performance at noon today on the
upper pad of the Student
Jennifer
Call
Union.
Basore at 288-6341 for more
information.
Aspire will host a tutor
recruitment and information booth for those interested in employment as
tutors from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today on the first floor of
the Student Union. Call
Lizabeth Reilly at 277-3554
for more information.

Tau Delta Phi presents
a mock trial for the worst
professor of the year today
at 12:30 p.m. between the
Student Union and the
bakery.

by Robyne Martin
The Disabled Students
Association was granted
$200 Monday by the A.S.
Special
A llocations
Committee to fund an
Week,"
"Awareness
scheduled for April 28 to
May 2.
Lee Curtis and I,orri
Scott, representing the
DSA, were pleased with the
outcome of the hearing and
the suggestion by committee vice-chairwoman
Joanie Goar, that the
profits
from
the
"Awareness Week" be
reverted to the group.
Normally, any profits
made on an event funded
by A.S. money are returned
to the Associated Student’s
general fund. Goar said by
reverting the profits tothe
DSA, the group may be
able to independently fund
its events next year.
The grant does not
’iv Liz He3/8/la
need approval by A.S.
A S. councilmember Dawn Cerne at special allocations meeting.
Council, but a ruling on
reverting the profits to the Dawn
Cerne suggested the
organization, asked for was urged to come before
DSA’s coffers is expected A.S. Council
could revert $3,250 to fund their events the committee next fall
at today’s 3 p.m. council what was left of the
money
for next year. Because of when money from the 1980meeting.
budgeted for Greek Week
the lack of funds, Earl Ball, 81 budget would be
The A.S. general fund to the A.S.
general fund.
representing the group, available.
now contains $604.68, and
Each of five "cultural
the committee made no weeks" was
budgeted for
recommendations
for $6,000 in the
1979-80 budget.
allocations for two other Greek Week was allocated
Fremont Airport
groups requesting money.
82,418 for its events from
LESSONS
The mini-grant fund April 21 to 26.
,.
has $704.15, after $200 was
RENTALS
The remaining $3,582
granted to the DSA. The could be reverted to the
Competitive Rates
emergency fund has $249.
general fund for disburNo tower confusion, traffic
Mike McCawley and sement by the
Special
Nancy Allen, of the Allocations
jams, or long taxi lines.
Committee,
Residence Hall Alcohol
Cerne said, "but I really
Call for an introductory flight.
Awareness Committee,
doubt it. Council is getting
requested funding to print
(415) 657-0900
really tight."
comic
book
on
a
Cerne and Goar en- \Tighway 17 & Dixon Landing Rd., Fremont, Cy)
alcoholism. The book was
couraged the group to
nearing
the
printing
plead their case at today’s
stages, they said, and council
To Have and To Hold
meeting after
$1,160.80 was needed for tapping
all other potential
printing 3,000 copies.
sources for funds.
Wedding Par hag.. Includes
This committee wants
The
Associated
Bridal Bouquet
to distribute the books to Counselor
Education
Maid of Mono. Bouquet
every residence hall, Students,
1 Mother s Corsages
a graduate
fraternity and sorority
Father ,Eloulonnier,
and Church Arrangements
house, the International
sf
only 53O.
House and Spartan City.
The Special Allocations
other plans
Committee could not fulfill
the request due to lack of
available
funds.
Shakespeare
Committee member
Festival

REPRODUCE

Our Xerox 9400 Asti allow you to reproduce
for 4C a page. And our overnight rates are just 3 .<
Dissertations copied on thesis quality cotton
rag for only 8C. We do all the work!
No minimums

KINKO’S COPIES
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST (408) 2955511
123 SO THIRD Si
(408) 295-4336

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

RICHARD III
LIVE RENAISSANCE
MUSIC 85
LIONHEART

206-7272
MX) Scott Blvd
3209 El Camino Re I
Santa Clara

Goldearde
It’s spring!
Put your best foot
forward and take
a Scholls break!

Just in time
for spring break!
Head for the beach
with Hawaiian Tropic!
r

Sunscreen Protective Gel 3 oz.
size
2.49
Dark Tanning Lotion or Oil 8 oz.
size
279
Professional Tanning Oil 8 oz. or
Forever Tan Aloe 8 oz.
3.69
Royal Tanning Blend 8 oz. .. 4.49
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...tired
illqlf.1111,3 NWT then r onside, the United States
Air I .ar e It
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